IMAGE HAS GREAT CONTENT FOR READERS OF ALL AGES!
This bi-annually updated catalogue lists our classic titles for kids through teens, in trade and
hardcover formats that are perfect for your library collection!
E / EVERYONE
BATULA
BY STEVEN T. SEAGLE & MARCO CINELLO
Man of Action Studios - creators of the international hit Ben 10 - return with an all-new big book for little
readers! Livingston is a peaceful fruit bat whose life changes when he is bitten by a vampire and
transformed into a vampire bat! As Batula - an avenging creature of the night - Livingston develops a taste
for adventure and a need to prove that no matter what he looks like on the outside, he's still the same bat on
the inside. A full-color story book by Frankie Stein creators Seagle & Cinello.
§
BATULA HC | ISBN: 9781607065722 | $16.99
CAMP MIDNIGHT
BY STEVEN T. SEAGLE & JASON ADAM KATZENSTEIN
"Accessible and enjoyable" —School Library Journal Ben 10 and Big Hero 6 creator STEVEN T. SEAGLE
returns to comics with New Yorker cartoonist JASON ADAM KATZENSTEIN for a new graphic novel!
Reluctant Skye is accidentally sent to the wrong summer camp. Not wanting to please her “step monster,”
Skye is dead-set on not fitting in. That won’t be a problem, as everyone at Camp Midnight—with the
exception of fellow camper and fastfriend Mia—is a full-fledged monster! The perfect book for fans of RAINA
TELGEMEIER’s Smile, but wish it had more bowls of gooey eyeballs.
§
CAMP MIDNIGHT GN | ISBN: 9781632155559 | $12.99
DOUGLAS FREDERICKS AND THE HOUSE OF THEY
BY JOE KELLY & BEN ROMAN
Douglas Fredericks is a kid on a mission. His parents' 15th wedding anniversary is just around the corner
and he wants to create an extra-special present for them. However, his wild attempts at unique gifts are all
shut down by his friends and neighbors, concerned that Douglas' wild ideas go against what THEY say. But
who are THEY? Why do THEY make the rules? And why does everyone listen to THEY?
§
DOUGLAS FREDERICKS & HOUSE OF THEY HC | ISBN: 9781582409948 | $17.99
EVIL & MALICE SAVE THE WORLD!
BY JIMMIE ROBINSON
Evelyn and Malinda are the 13-year-old twin daughters of the infamous (but soft-hearted) villain, The Black
Eye. But when a group of super villains makes life miserable for their father the girls take action themselves
— as superheroes! Now the madcap action is a race against time before their father discovers their identities
and grounds them for life!
§
EVIL & MALICE SAVE THE WORLD TP | ISBN: 9781607060918 | $14.99
FRANKIE STEIN
BY STEVEN T. SEAGLE & MARCO CINELLO
From the studio that brought you Ben 10 and Generator REX comes a new children's book perfect for an allyear-round Halloween hoot! Young Frankie Stein is starting to doubt his father's claim that "Boys live in
castles and monsters live in cities." Taking a leap of faith, Frankie heads into nearby Transylvania,
Pennsylvania, to test that theory for himself - on October 31st! What's a monster-boy to do in a city filled to
overflowing with monsters?! Steven T. Seagle & Marco Cinello craft a timeless tale of perception and
personal identity. And... pumpkins!
§
FRANKIE STEIN HC | ISBN: 9781607061915 | $14.99
G-MAN
BY CHRIS GIARRUSSO
Author/illustrator Chris Giarrusso (Mini Marvels, Mini Hulks) introduces G-MAN and friends, the next
generation of brand new kid superheroes! When pieces of G-Man's magic cape fall into the wrong hands,
things quickly spin out of control. G-Man and his friends must battle to recover the cape fragments, and this
time the bad guys have the same powers as G-Man!
§
G-MAN TP VOL 01 LEARNING TO FLY | ISBN: 9781607062707 | $9.99
§
G-MAN TP VOL 02 CAPE CRISIS | ISBN: 9781607062714 | $9.99
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§

G-MAN TP VOL 03 COMING HOME | ISBN: 9781607065715 | $9.99

HINGES
BY MEREDITH MCCLAREN
HINGES is a fantasy webcomic, turned graphic novel, about a doll named Orio and her troubling companion
Bauble. New to the city of Cobble, Orio must depend on help where ever she can find it, but her assigned
familiar Bauble has other interests. And as the two explore the walls of their city, they find that they are not
the only new arrivals. In a place that runs like clockwork, it only takes a little disruption to upend a city.
§
HINGES TP BOOK 01 CLOCKWORK CITY | ISBN: 9781632152534 | $15.99
§
HINGES TP BOOK 02 PAPER TIGERS | ISBN: 9781632155245 | $15.99
§
HINGES TP BOOK 03 MECHANICAL MEN | ISBN: 9781534300392 | $15.99
HOWTOONS
BY JOOST BONSEN, INGRID DRAGOTTA, NICK DRAGOTTA, TOM FOWLER, SAUL GRIFFITH, FRED
VAN LENTE
Lurking in the corner of your garage, the dusty shelves of hardware stores, and your own trash can are the
tools and ingredients for creating your own adventures! Follow Celine and Tucker as they learn the secrets
of making their own entertainment. Challenged to make something "other than trouble," this brother and
sister pair use everyday objects to invent toys that YOU can build! Set up a workshop. Make ice cream
without a freezer. Play music with a turkey baster, launch rockets, and more!
§
HOWTOONS REIGNITION TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632150561 | $9.99
§
HOWTOONS TOOLS OF MASS CONSTRUCTION TP | ISBN: 9781632151018 | $17.99
IT GIRL! AND THE ATOMICS
BY MICHAEL ALLRED & VARIOUS
Snap City is under new guardianship, but no sooner has It Girl decided that the streets are hers to protect
than she and the other Atomics become embroiled in an inter-dimensional revenge plot. All-new adventures
of MICHAEL ALLRED 's kookiest creations, with art from the Eisner-winning team behind Battlepug.
§
IT GIRL & ATOMICS ROUND ONE DARK STREETS SNAP CITY TP | ISBN: 9781607067252 | $14.99
§
IT GIRL & ATOMICS ROUND TWO WORLD IS FLAT TP | ISBN: 9781607067917 | $14.99
MISSING THE BOAT
BY WAYNE CHINSANG, JUSTIN SHADY, & DWELLEPHANT
You've probably never heard of the Churamane, have you? They were a particularly lazy and not terribly
bright species that lived a long time ago and vanished without a trace. Engagingly written with wonderfully
vibrant art, this story will delight readers of all ages and, if you're not looking, may even teach a lesson about
procrastination and slothfulness.
§
MISSING THE BOAT GN | ISBN: 9781607060154 | $18.99
NIGHT OF THE BEDBUGS
BY PAUL FRICKE
"Good night! And don't let the bedbugs bite!" are the last words a mother says to her daughter before turning
out the light. BEDBUGS?? Her bedtime fears are calmed when a friendly bedbug and his pals join her for a
pajama party, singing her to sleep with a soft lullaby. With images lively and colorful mixed with rhythmic,
rhyming text, Night of the Bedbugs is engaging fun for insomniacs of all ages.
§
NIGHT OF THE BEDBUGS HC | ISBN: 9781607061458 | $12.99
NIGHTWORLD
BY PAOLO LEANDRI & ADAM MCGOVERN
It’s fast and furious Faustian action as a trio of demons—the noble Plenilunio, the hellraising Hotspot and the
haughty Hellena—battle the evil Empyre and each other over mythic artifacts to lift their curse! Meanwhile
Plenilunio’s spellbound lover Lidia sleepwalks his castle and haunts his heart. B-movie psychodrama at its
best!
§
NIGHTWORLD TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632152053| $12.99
PENNY DORA AND THE WISHING BOX
BY MICHAEL STOCK & SINA GRACE
Once upon a time (on the day before Christmas) a young girl named Penny Dora found a mysterious box on
her front doorstep. A magic box with the power to grant wishes. Which sounded great...until Penny Dora
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found herself face-to-face with a horde of fire-breathing dragons, oodles of monsters and at least seven
dwarves...all thanks to the girl she used to call best friend, now known as Princess Elizabeth. An all-ages
fantasy/ adventure book for fans of Coraline and Courtney Crumrin!
§
PENNY DORA AND THE WISHING BOX TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632152664 | $12.99
SKY PIRATES OF NEO TERRA
BY JOSH WAGNER & CAMILLA D’ERRICO
In Neo Terra, a world that blends forgotten technology with natural magic, reckless young glide-wing pilot
Billy Boom Boom must outwit the Pirate King to stop him from ushering in a new Dark Age.
Camilla d’Errico pencils this high adventure mini-series about loyalty, friendship, and what it means to be a
true hero.
§
SKY PIRATES OF NEO TERRA TP | ISBN: 9781607063247 | $17.99
SUPER DINOSAUR
BY ROBERT KIRKMAN & JASON HOWARD
This is where it begins! The Evil Max Maximus wants to get to Inner-Earth! He wants the dinosaurs that live
there! He wants the powerful DynOre mineral that originates there! SUPER DINOSAUR and DEREK
DYNAMO are the only ones who can stop him! The fate of the world rests on the shoulders of a ten year-old
kid and his best friend, a nine-foot tall Tyrannosaurus Rex who loves to play video games.
§
SUPER DINOSAUR TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781607064206 | $9.99
§
SUPER DINOSAUR TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781607065685 | $12.99
§
SUPER DINOSAUR TP VOL 03 | ISBN: 9781607066675 | $12.99
T / TEEN
BLACK JACK KETCHUM
BY BRIAN SCHIRMER & CLAUDIA BALBONI
In a dreamlike version of the Old West, Tom Ketchum struggles to clear his name-and stay alive-when he’s
mistaken for wanton outlaw “Black Jack” Ketchum. With the aid of his talking sidearm, a secretive gambler,
and a mute girl with a Winchester, Tom evades the mysterious Union and its supernatural enforcers, the
faceless Dusters, as he's forced to question his identity, his sanity, and his very existence.
§
BLACK JACK KETCHUM TP | ISBN: 9781632157034 | $14.99
DISTANT SOIL, A
BY COLLEEN DORAN
The rebel leader has a deadly biological weapon to terrorize the enemy: the Terminal Decrepitude Virus, a
disease that will cause the vain and beautiful Hierarchy to age and die. But the Hierarchy holds the fate of
Earth in their hands and if the rebellion doesn't surrender, they will release the power of their young Avatar
and destroy the Earth. A small team of champions band together to protect young Liana from the Hierarchy,
a corrupt otherworld government determined to destroy her. Unknown to the Hierarchy, Seren, their
enshrined Avatar, a powerful psionic and religious leader, secretly aids Liana, and plots a coup to overthrow
his masters.
§
DISTANT SOIL TP VOL 01 THE GATHERING | ISBN: 9781607067870 | $16.99
§
DISTANT SOIL TP VOL 02 THE ASCENDANT | ISBN: 9781607068341 | $16.99
§
DISTANT SOIL TP VOL 03 THE ARIA | ISBN: 9781582402017 | $16.95
THE DOUBLE LIFE OF MIRANDA TURNER
BY GEORGE KAMBADAIS & JAMIE S. RICH
Miranda Turner never knew her sister, international supermodel Lindy Turner, was also the masked crime
fighter The Cat. At least not until Lindy appeared in Miranda's bedroom as a ghost, looking for help finding
her own murderer. From Lady Killer co-creator JAMIE S. RICH and up-and-coming artist GEORGE
KAMBADAIS (Vampire Diaries).
§
DOUBLE LIFE OF MIRANDA TURNER TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632159243 | $14.99
FASTER THAN LIGHT
BY BRIAN HABERLIN & GEIRROD VAN DYKE
Tomorrow we discover the key to faster than light travel and our world will never be the same. Captain
William Forest and those under his storied command are in a race against time, and he’s one of the few on
board who knows it. A lethal first contact and a planet-eating lifeform are just the tip of the celestial iceberg
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of Discovery’s quest: Save Earth and all her people from the mysterious forces coming to destroy her.
Features Anomaly’s free cutting-edge Augmented Reality app, which makes it look like interactive
holograms are coming out of the books!
§
FASTER THAN LIGHT TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632156846 | $9.99
§
FASTER THAN LIGHT TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781632158833 | $14.99
FIVE WEAPONS
BY JIMMIE ROBINSON
13-year-old Tyler has a problem. He’s a pacifist enrolled in a school for young assassins. His father is a
legendary hitman but, worst of all, he has a secret that can get him killed. Tyler is optimistic because he has
a unique weapon that nobody can beat—his razor sharp mind. An adventure that’ll keep you guessing to the
very end!
§
FIVE WEAPONS TP VOL 01 MAKING THE GRADE | ISBN: 9781607067795 | $15.99
§
FIVE WEAPONS TP VOL 02 TYLERS REVENGE | ISBN: 9781632150288 | $12.99
HAWAIIAN DICK
BY B. CLAY MOORE & VARIOUS
In 1953 Hawaii, the supernatural manifestations of the islands' myths and legends lie just around every
corner. Exiled stateside detective Byrd finds himself immersed in a dark paradise of exotic bar girls,
murdered beauties, and high speed chases along the scenic Hawaiian coast, and the mysterious Night
Marchers of the Pali Highway. The psychic Madame Chan, the eccentric but deadly Bishop Masaki and a
restless corpse complete the mix in this introductory slice of tropical noir.
§
HAWAIIAN DICK TP VOL 01 BYRD OF PARADISE | ISBN: 9781582403175 | $14.99
§
HAWAIIAN DICK TP VOL 02 LAST RESORT | ISBN: 9781582406640 | $14.99
§
HAWAIIAN DICK TP VOL 03 SCREAMING BLACK THUNDER | ISBN: 9781632159373 | $14.99
HUCK
BY MARK MILLAR & RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE
In a quiet seaside town, a gas station clerk named Huck secretly uses his special gifts to do a good deed
each day. When his story leaks, a media firestorm erupts, bringing him uninvited fame. As pieces of Huck’s
past begin to resurface, it’s no longer clear who his friends are—or whose lives may be in danger.
§
HUCK TP | ISBN: 9781632157294 | $14.99
I KILL GIANTS
BY JOE KELLY & J.M. KEN NIIMURA
Barbara Thorson is your new hero: A quick-witted, sharp-tongued fifth grader who isn't afraid of anything.
Why would she be..? After all, she's the only girl in school who carries a Norse war hammer in her purse and
kills giants for a living… At least, that's what she'll tell you…but where does the fantasy end and reality begin
in the heart of this troubled girl? And what if she's telling the truth? Brought to life with unexpected
tenderness by JOE KELLY (Supergirl, Action Comics, Deadpool) and breakout talent J. M. KEN NIIMURA, I
KILL GIANTS is the bittersweet story of a young girl struggling to conquer monsters both real and imagined
as her carefully constructed world crumbles at the feet of giants bigger than any one child can handle. NOW
A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE.
§
I KILL GIANTS FIFTH ANNV ED TP | ISBN: 9781607069850 | $19.99
LI'L DEPRESSED BOY
BY SHAUN STEVE STRUBLE & SINA GRACE
The cult-favorite web-series comes to print! S. STEVEN STRUBLE and SINA GRACE present a romance
with style points, told with the same lovelorn charm of (500) Days of Summer. The series that Multiversity
Comics says is "...crafted so perfectly that it made me smile to no end." When the Li''l Depressed Boy meets
a strange girl, she drags him from his self-seclusion into a world of style-points bowling, zombie fighting,
laser tag battles, punk rock concerts, and house parties. What will he do to learn her name? What will be her
perfect birthday gift? How do you eat fried rice without chopsticks?
§
LIL DEPRESSED BOY TP VOL 00 | ISBN: 9781607064763 | $9.99
§
LIL DEPRESSED BOY TP VOL 01 SHE IS STAGGERING | ISBN: 9781607063902 | $9.99
§
LIL DEPRESSED BOY TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781607064640 | $12.99
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MARA
BY BRIAN WOOD & MING DOYLE
Acclaimed creator BRIAN WOOD (The Massive, DMZ, X-Men) and brilliant newcomer MING DOYLE
(Guardians of the Galaxy, Fantastic Four, Girl Comics) bring you MARA, the story of an especially gifted
woman in a sports- and war-obsessed future. When she starts manifesting strange superpowers, the world
that once embraced her turns against her, and for this young woman who once had it all, it’s almost too
much to bear. Both an intimate coming-of-age story and an epic superhero drama, MARA takes the genre
to new places. Young adult friendly. Perfect for readers of WOOD's Demo, Local, and X-Men work.
§
MARA TP | ISBN: 9781607068105 | $12.99
MICE TEMPLAR
BY BRYAN J.L. GLASS & MICHAEL AVON OEMING
For the young mouse Karic, the Mice Templar are merely an exciting legend. They were real, though, and a
vicious civil war left them scattered and all mouse culture in the grip of brutal rat masters. When Karic's
family is enslaved, he realizes their only hope of freedom lies in his paws?if he can only find the courage and
strength to become one of the legendary Templar himself.
§
MICE TEMPLAR HC VOL 01 PROPHECY | ISBN: 9781582408712 | $29.99
§
MICE TEMPLAR TP VOL 02.1 | ISBN: 9781607062844 | $17.99
§
MICE TEMPLAR TP VOL 02.2 | ISBN: 9781607063131 | $17.99
PETER PANZERFAUST
BY KURTIS J. WIEBE & TYLER JENKINS
A coming-of-age tale told through the eyes of a group of French orphans during World War II who are saved
by a brave and daring American boy named Peter. As they travel together, they get tangled up in the French
Resistance and their efforts against a growing German presence under the leadership of a fanatical hookhanded SS officer hellbent on wiping them out!
§
PETER PANZERFAUST DLX HC CURR PTG | $14.99
§
PETER PANZERFAUST TP VOL 01 THE GREAT ESCAPE | $14.99
§
PETER PANZERFAUST TP VOL 02 HOOKED | $14.99
SKULLKICKERS
BY JIM ZUB, EDWIN HUANG, & MISTY COATS
In Skullkickers, two hard-headed mercenaries kill monsters and cause havoc in their search for money, fame
and adventure. Along the way, they'll gore goblins, smash skeletons, punch plant people and whomp
werewolves. Trust us, skulls will be kicked. If you like D&D or Hellboy, SKULLKICKERS is waiting for you.
§
SKULLKICKERS TREASURE TROVE HC VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781607063742 | $34.99
§
SKULLKICKERS TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781607063667 | $9.99
§
SKULLKICKERS TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781607064428 | $16.99
VALHALLA MAD
BY JOE CASEY & PAUL MAYBURY
Their names are legend: the Glorious Knox! Greghorn the Battlebjörn! Jhago the Irritator! Three warrior gods
vacationing on Earth, just looking to get their drink on and have a good time! Join the drunken festivities with
toastmasters Joe Casey (SEX) and Paul Maybury (SOVEREIGN). The new mythology begins now!
§
VALHALLA MAD TP | ISBN: 9781632156020 | $12.99
T+ TEEN PLUS
ALEX + ADA
BY SARA VAUGHN & JONATHAN LUNA
From Jonathan Luna (THE SWORD, GIRLS, Spider-Woman: Origin) and Sarah Vaughn (Sparkshooter,
Ruined) comes ALEX + ADA, a sci-fi drama set in the near future. The last thing in the world Alex wanted
was an X5, the latest in realistic androids, but after Ada is dropped into his life, he discovers she is more
than just a robot and takes a huge risk to unlock Ada so she can think for herself and explore life as a
sentient android. Can they survive the consequences?
§
ALEX + ADA COMPLETE COLL DLX ED HC | ISBN: 9781632158697 | $49.99
§
ALEX + ADA TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632150066 | $12.99
§
ALEX + ADA TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781632151957 | $12.99
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ASTRONAUTS IN TROUBLE
BY LARRY YOUNG & CHARLIE ADLARD
Fifty years after Armstrong's one small step, the world's richest man claims the moon as his own personal
property… and Channel Seven is there! This graphic novel shows what happens when absolute power
corrupts absolutely, when The Mob has nuclear first-strike capability, and when cows jump over the moon.
§
ASTRONAUTS IN TROUBLE TP | ISBN: 9781632157164 | $19.99
DEAD @17
BY JOSH HOWARD
Nara Kilday’s incredible journey from life to death to rebirth and her epic struggle with the evils of man and
demons. Nara Kilday’s life is that of a typical teenager — until the night of her tragic murder! As her best
friend Hazy attempts to cope with the senseless tragedy, Nara’s diary surfaces, revealing her secret struggle
with dark, unseen forces. Before Hazy can begin to uncover the truth, she finds herself pulled into an
ancient, supernatural conflict that has now spilled over into the physical world. At the center of it all is Nara,
miraculously resurrected to new life and a new purpose. With nothing less than the fate of humanity in their
hands, Nara and Hazy will face the worst that life — and Hell — has to offer. Their epic journey will take
them beyond our world into the danger and mystery of the next.
§
DEAD AT 17 THE COMPLETE COLLECTION TP | ISBN: 9781632153258 | $49.99
§
DEAD AT 17 TP VOL 1-4 ULTIMATE ED | ISBN: 9781607060901 | $24.99
DEATH VIGIL
BY STJEPAN SEIJIC
Gifted? Join the Death Vigil in their ongoing war against the ever-growing power of the Primordial Enemy!
The only catch is you have to die first. Become a corporeal immortal Death Knight, and obtain reality-altering
weaponry in the neverending battle between Good and Evil.
§
DEATH VIGIL TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632152787 | $24.99
DOUBLE D
BY EDDIE ARGOS & STEVEN HORRY
After the official Worst Day Ever, overweight bully magnet Danny Carter discovers he can use his excess
body mass to fuel superpowers. Obviously he's going to be a superhero and fight crime, but when you're
fifteen years old and you live in the suburbs it's not quite as easy as expected... Written by EDDIE ARGOS,
singer and lyricist of critically-acclaimed classic rock band Art Brut, with art by STEVEN HORRY, colors by
DAVID COOPER, and lettering by COLIN BELL. To coincide with the release of the graphic novel, Eddie
and Steven have—alongside musicians Mark Heffernan and Grant Purser—recorded a soundtrack album,
which will be released on Post/Pop Records in late November/early December.
§
DOUBLE D GN BOOK 01 | ISBN: 9781632155610 | $9.99
EDEN’S FALL
BY MATT HAWKINS, BRYAN HILL, & ATILIO ROJO
Top Cow combines three of its most provocative titles (THINK TANK, THE TITHE, POSTAL) in an
unflinching fable of revenge and consequence. FBI Agent James Miller (THE TITHE) follows a sociopath into
the off -the-grid town of Eden, Wyoming, on a personal mission of vengeance. The price of this vigilante
justice will be paid in blood, and both Eden and James Miller will never be the same.
§
EDENS FALL GN | ISBN: 9781534300651 | $14.99
FOUR EYES
BY JOE KELLY & MAX FIUMARA
The epic saga of Enrico, a boy living in an alternate 1930s New York where dragon fighting is the city's
number one underground sport and the cause of his father's untimely death. America struggles in the grip of
the Great Depression, and ten-year-old Enrico is willing to make any sacrifice to take care of his mother.
Even if it means taking a job in the one place he's forbidden to go…the ring of fire where dragons are trained
and fought for cash and glory. A new ongoing series from the writer of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, ACTION
COMICS and SUPERGIRL!
§
FOUR EYES TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632154248 | $9.99
§
FOUR EYES TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781632158062 | $12.99
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HENSHIN
BY J.M. KEN NIIMURA
I KILL GIANTS co-creator KEN NIIMURA (International Manga Award winner and Eisner nominee) brings a
unique vision of life in Japan to the page in HENSHIN. The lives of a kid with peculiar superpowers, a lonely
girl discovering herself in the big city, and a businessman on a long night out are some of the short stories
included in this collection that will make you laugh, and even maybe shed a tear. Explore Tokyo as you’ve
never seen it before under NIIMURA’s masterful and imaginative storytelling.
§
HENSHIN OGN | ISBN: 978-1632152428 | $19.99
IMPERIAL
BY STEVEN T. SEAGLE & MARK DOS SANTOS
Will Mark take the ring of Katie – the woman who has chosen him to be her life-long soul mate? Or will Mark
take the crown of Imperial – the hero who has selected him as mankind’s next protector? IMPERIAL is a
revealing, romantic comedy buddy book with commitment issues (and bonus material) from STEVEN T.
SEAGLE (it’s a bird..., GENIUS), MARK DOS SANTOS, BRAD SIMPSON, and THOMAS MAUER.
§
IMPERIAL TP | ISBN: 9781632152244 | $14.99
MADAME FRANKENSTEIN
BY JAMIE S. RICH, MEGAN LEVENS & JOELLE JONES
In 1932, Vincent Krall sets out to create his perfect woman by reanimating the corpse of the love of his life.
He'll soon discover, however, that man was never meant to peer beyond the veil between life and death, and
a woman is not as easily controlled as he believes. As his monster becomes more conscious of who she
was and who she is becoming, Vincent ends up with a lot more than he bargained for.
§
MADAME FRANKENSTEIN TP | ISBN: 9781632151971 | $16.99
MANHATTAN PROJECTS
BY JONATHAN HICKMAN & NICK PITARRA
"SCIENCE. BAD." What if the research and development department created to produce the first atomic
bomb was a front for a series of other, more unusual, programs? What if the union of a generation's
brightest minds was not a signal for optimism, but foreboding? What if everything...went wrong?
§
MANHATTAN PROJECTS HC VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632151155 | $34.99
§
MANHATTAN PROJECTS TP VOL 01 SCIENCE BAD | ISBN: 9781607066088 | $14.99
§
MANHATTAN PROJECTS TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781607067269 | $14.99
MECHANISM
BY RAFFAELE IENCO
In the aftermath of an alien invasion, a prototype military robot is rushed into the field before it is combatready. Now attached to a group of survivors, it studies them to learn what it means to be human. Will it come
to understand man as a noble creature worth preserving, or conclude that the human race isn’t worth saving
at all?
§
MECHANISM TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781534300323 | $14.99
MERCENARY SEA
BY KEL SYMONS & MATHEW REYNOLDS
1938 – The South Seas. Japan has invaded China. War in Europe is imminent. Ex-bootlegger Jack Harper
captains the Venture, a refitted German U-Boat, with a crew of expats, mercenaries and fortune hunters.
Jack and his crew take a job offered by a shady operative: rescue a British agent carrying valuable
intelligence about the Japanese war effort. Meanwhile, Jack dreams of landing the greatest score ever:
finding the legendary lost island of Koji Ra.
§
MERCENARY SEA TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632151087 | $9.99
MPH
BY MARK MILLAR & DUNCAN FEGREDO
Growing up in Detroit, Roscoe and his friends know all about hard luck. But their fates take a different turn
when they stumble upon a street drug called MPH -- little pills that give them the power of super speed, and
the opportunity of a lifetime. But zooming through their riches has its downsides. When time is your only
asset, what happens when the clock runs out?
§
MPH TP | ISBN: 9781632152657 | $14.99
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PUNKS
BY JOSHUA HALE FIALKOV & KODY CHAMBERLAIN
From JOSHUA HALE FIALKOV (The Bunker, The Life After, I, Vampire) and KODY CHAMBERLAIN
(SWEETS, The Ride: Southern Gothic) comes a book unlikely to become a blockbuster movie. Much to their
chagrin. ABE, FIST, SKULL, and DOG live in a house, get into fights, murder gnomes, and punch each other
in the nuts. A lot. Vomit out loud comedy guaranteed.
§
PUNKS THE COMIC TP VOL 01 NUTPUNCHER | ISBN: 9781632152275 | $14.99
RED CITY
BY DANIEL COREY & MAR DOS SANTOS
It's L.A. Confidential on Mars: Interplanetary investigator Cal Talmage is on the case to find an
ambassador's daughter in Mars Central, a.k.a. Red City. The routine assignment quickly heats up as Cal
finds himself in the midst of rival alien mobs, political conspiracies, and the threat of war.
§
RED CITY TP | ISBN: 9781632151094 | $14.99
ROCHE LIMIT
BY MICHAEL MORECI, VIC MALHOTRA, & KYLE CHARLES
"Our destiny is the stars, and I will lead us there." Twenty years after this promise, billionaire Langford
Skaargard's dream of cosmic exploration is no more. Roche Limit, a colony situated on the cusp of a
mysterious energy anomaly, is a melting pot of crime and terrible secrets. When Bekkah Hudson goes
missing, the search to find her will plunge her sister and a cadre of the colony's underworld figures into an
odyssey that reveals a grim future for mankind.
§
ROCHE LIMIT TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632151995 | $9.99
§
ROCHE LIMIT TP VOL 02 CLANDESTINY | ISBN: 9781632154705 | $12.99
§
ROCHE LIMIT TP VOL 03 MONADIC | ISBN: 9781632158352 | $12.99
SYMMETRY
BY MATT HAWKINS & RAFFAELE IENCO
Utopia is here. Hunger, sickness, work... all relics of a long forgotten past. All individuality, creativity, and
negative emotions have been genetically bred out and medically suppressed. The population is limited to
segregated areas, but when a natural disaster disrupts the status quo and Michael and Maricela from two
different worlds meet and fall in love, their relationship sparks a revolution. Will their love cause the salvation
or destruction of mankind?
§
SYMMETRY TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632156990 | $9.99
§
SYMMETRY TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781632159090 | $14.99
TALES OF HONOR
BY MATT HAWKINS, DAN WICKLINE, SANG-IL JEONG, & LINDA SEJIC
THE HONORVERSE EXPANDS TO COMICS! Based on the bestselling military science fiction novels by
David Weber, this original comic book series introduces spaceship captain Honor Harrington on the eve of
her execution. From prison, Honor relays her epic adventures, starting with a command outpost to a hellish
backwater star system that ends up being the lynchpin of an interstellar crisis that will bring war to her home
planet.
§
TALES OF HONOR TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632150202 | $19.99
§
TALES OF HONOR TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781632156051 | $14.99
TECH JACKET
BY ROBERT KIRKMAN & VARIOUS
Zack Thompson: community college drop out, lives with his parents... This is who protects us from what lies
beyond our world?! But he’s also Tech Jacket, the self-styled “Galactic Guardian of Earth,” and when a bigass space ship enters Earth’s orbit, Zack will face the greatest challenge of his life!
§
TECH JACKET TP VOL 01 BOY FROM EARTH | ISBN: 9781582407715 | $14.99
§
TECH JACKET TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781632150295 | $14.99
§
TECH JACKET TP VOL 03 | ISBN: 9781632152572 | $16.99
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THINK TANK
BY MATT HAWKINS & RAHSAN EKEDAL
Dr. David Loren is many things: child prodigy, inventor, genius, slacker... mass murderer. When a military
think tank's smartest scientist decides he can no longer stomach creating weapons of destruction, will he be
able to think his way out of his dilemma or find himself subject to the machinations of smaller men?
§
THINK TANK HC VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781607068150 | $24.99
§
THINK TANK TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781607066606 | $14.99
§
THINK TANK TP VOL 02 | ISBN: 9781607067450 | $14.99
WHO IS JAKE ELLIS
BY NATHAN EDMONDSON & TONCI ZONJIC
Jon Moore is the most sought after spy-for-hire in Europe's criminal world. This is because of Jake Ellis, a
psychic man who is invisible to everyone except Moore. When a deal goes bad, the only one who can
protect Moore from Europe's most dangerous criminals is Jake Ellis. No one but Moore can see Jake Ellis.
But Jake Ellis can see everything.
§
WHO IS JAKE ELLIS TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781607064596 | $16.99
§
WHERE IS JAKE ELLIS TP | ISBN: 9781607067443 | $14.99
WILDFIRE
BY MATT HAWKINS & LINDA SEJIC
Is genetically modified food an end to world hunger or a first class ticket to the apocalypse? Dan Miller is a
plant biologist working with a small team perfecting an accelerated plant growth process. When things go
wrong, Los Angeles pays the price in a disaster story unlike any before.
§
WILDFIRE TP VOL 01 | ISBN: 9781632150240 | $14.99
M MATURE TITLES WITH CROSSOVER TEEN APPEAL
SAVIORS, THE
BY JAMES ROBINSON & J. BONE
When Tomas Ramirez stumbles upon an extraterrestrial conspiracy to take over the world, his life is forever
altered. Now he’s banding together with those other few souls who share the knowledge that we are under
attack as they attempt to defeat a shadowy alien cabal that is both indestructible and eager to kill anyone
who threatens it. Eisner Award winner JAMES ROBINSON (AIRBOY, Starman, Earth 2) and artist J. BONE
(The Rocketeer: Hollywood Horror, The Spirit) present an adventure story of monstrous proportions.
§
SAVIORS TP | ISBN: 9781632159250 | $14.99
UMBRAL
BY ANTONY JOHNSTON & CHRISTOPHER MITTEN
AN INCREDIBLE NEW DARK FANTASY STARTS HERE! The young thief called Rascal witnesses the
horrific and brutal murder of the royal family— now the world’s dark legends will be relived, and only Rascal
even knows it’s happening! Master worldbuilders ANTONY JOHNSTON (Wasteland, Daredevil) and
CHRISTOPHER MITTEN (Wasteland, Criminal Macabre) bring you a new fantasy world rich in mythology,
history, and blood!
§
UMBRAL TP VOL 01 OUT OF SHADOWS | ISBN: 9781607069843 | $9.99
§
UMBRAL TP VOL 02 THE DARK PATH | ISBN: 9781632152046 | $14.99
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